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attery storage allows electricity
generated by solar panels during the day
to be stored for use when the sun has
stopped shining. Although batteries were first
produced in the 1800s, the types of battery
energy storage systems that can store solar
power and provide electricity to households
today are fairly new.
A battery storage system connects to a
house in two main ways: DC (direct current)
coupled or AC (alternating current) coupled.
A DC-coupled battery storage system is
integrated into the solar system. These
systems generally have a single inverter that
converts the DC electricity to AC to supply the
house or feed back into the grid.
An AC-coupled system is separate to the
solar system. It connects directly to the house
wiring via a dedicated bi-directional battery
inverter, using local AC electricity to charge

the battery and discharge it directly to the
house. Once set up, a battery storage system
should operate automatically.
Installing a battery storage system can
provide a number of benefits when used in
conjunction with a solar panel system.
A battery storage system can:
• Help reduce reliance on the grid
• Maximise the energy used from solar panels
by allowing it to be stored rather than sent
to the grid
• Offset the increased cost of power used
during peak times, such as during the
evenings
• Save money by storing energy from the grid
overnight when prices are low to use during
peak times when prices are high (this will
depend on the power agreement)
• Provide electricity during power outages
(this will depend on the system)
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HOW LONG DO BATTERIES LAST?

One important consideration is the useable
amount of energy in a battery storage system.
Some manufacturers promote their battery
capacity based on the total capacity, for
example 10kWh. But all battery storage
systems have what is called depth of
discharge (DoD).
Depth of discharge is how much of the total
capacity can be used. Most battery storage
systems cannot have 100% of the total energy
drawn out of the battery.
Depth of discharge is expressed as a
percentage of the total capacity.
If a 10kWh battery has a DoD of 80%, it will
provide 8kWh of usable energy.
Lead-acid battery systems typically have a
depth of discharge between 30% and 50%.
Lithium-ion battery systems typically have a
depth of discharge of 80% and above.

Product warranties on battery storage systems
vary widely and are generally anywhere from
two to 10 years. A battery storage system will
often last longer than its warranty but its
ability to store energy will gradually reduce
over time with use.
The retailer the battery was purchased from
should provide a retailer warranty.
Warranties vary between retailers, including
how they define the life of the battery. Some
retailers offer a warranty as an “energy
throughput” figure, which means they
guarantee their batteries will store and deliver
a given amount of energy, no matter how
quickly that limit is reached.
Energy throughput for lithium-ion batteries
ranges from 4,000 to 6,000 cycles (charges/
discharges of the battery) at 80% discharge
rate, meaning an expected life of 10 years for
high performing systems (if cycled once a day).
Some battery retailers offer a warranty
guaranteeing either an energy throughput or a
lifetime in years, usually based on whichever
limit is reached first.

ILLUSTRATION: CLEAN ENERGY COUNCIL

WHAT IS BATTERY CAPACITY?

A HOUSE WITH SOLAR PANELS AND A DC-COUPLED STORAGE SYSTEM
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The battery that works
twice as hard.
With the SLR500 VRLA, you get twice the cycles of a flooded battery.
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THE THREE MOST COMMON WAYS TO
PURCHASE A BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEM
If you are purchasing a battery storage system on behalf of your customer, it’s important
to discuss their needs with a system designer. The most common ways to purchase a system
are shown as follows:
OFF-THE-SHELF SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

These systems are typically all-in-one systems
that require little customisation to be installed.

•
• One warranty

• Predefined energy and

SEMI-CUSTOMISED SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Your designer may select various components
(such as the inverter) and connect them to an
off-the-shelf battery system to make your battery
storage system.

• Customisable

• Extra layer of complexity
• More than one

FULLY-CUSTOMISED SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

A system where the installer makes the battery
system from individual battery cells or modules
on site and connects it to an inverter to make the
battery storage system.

• Most designer flexibility of

• Multiple warranty

One manufacturer

power limits

• Flexible energy and power
limits can be set

manufacturer

• More than one warranty

all solutions

considerations

• Customisable energy and
power limits

WHAT DIFFERENT TYPES OF BATTERIES ARE AVAILABLE?
LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

(compared with lead-acid batteries)

(compared with lead-acid batteries)

Lithium-ion batteries are becoming a
popular choice for use with household
solar panels and may become the main
technology used in the future. Lithiumion technology has been used for many
years in portable devices, including in
laptops and mobile phones. Due to falling
costs and increased production, they can
now be manufactured in larger sizes and
are well suited to storing solar power.

• Higher capacity and storage
• Cost
• Lighter weight and higher voltage • Possible limitation in operating
temperature range
• Smaller space and environmental
footprint
• Recycling programs in Australia
in infancy but expanding
• Reduced maintenance due to
inbuilt battery management
• Lesser known technology

LEAD-ACID BATTERIES

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

(compared with lithium-ion batteries)

(compared with lithium-ion batteries)

•
• Relatively cheap
• Easy to acquire
• Readily recyclable and have

• Require regular (albeit simple)

The technology behind lead-acid battery
storage is similar to that of a car battery.
Lead-acid batteries are commonly used
with solar panels in remote rural homes,
where connection to the grid is
prohibitively expensive. Thanks to
advances in technology, systems well
suited to solar power storage are readily
available in the form of low-maintenance
sealed lead-acid batteries.

6

systems

• Longer cycle life and greater
depth of discharge
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Well-understood technology

commercial value

checks and maintenance

• Limited depth of discharge

(ie, a lower proportion of the
energy stored can be used)

• Requirement for external
venting, which restricts
installation locations
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OTHER
BATTERY TYPES
FLOW BATTERY
A flow battery is a type of rechargeable battery where re-chargeability
is provided by two chemical components dissolved in liquids. These
chemicals are contained within the system and are most commonly
separated by a membrane. This technology is akin to
both a fuel cell and a battery, where liquid energy
FLOW BATTERY
sources are tapped to create electricity and are able
to be recharged within the same system.
—
+
One of the biggest advantages of flow batteries is
Current collector
that they can be almost instantly recharged by
replacing the electrolyte liquid, while simultaneously
recovering the spent material for re-energisation.
The main limitation with flow batteries is their low
energy and power density compared to lithium-ion
Anolyte
Catholyte
tank
tank
and lead-acid.
Different classes of flow cells (batteries) have been
developed, including redox, hybrid and membranePorous
less. The fundamental difference between
electrode
conventional batteries and flow cells is that energy is
Ion-selective
Pump
stored as the electrode material in conventional
membrane
batteries but as the electrolyte in flow cells.
8
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Solis Upgrades Smart Storage Solutions for Homeowners and Installers in Australia
Recently, Solis has upgraded its smart storage
solutions for Australian installers and homeowners.
The Solis Smart Home Solution incorporates singlephase string technology into an intelligent hybrid
platform to support maximum self-consumption,
safely and reliably.

Solis storage inverter helps households to maximize
their STORAGE energy usage and to lock in energy
savings. Smart Energy Management System (EMS)
functions include the latest safety components that
protect homes and let homeowners glide through
blackouts safely and reliably.

Solis inverter products are designed for flexibility and
performance. The Solis storage inverter brings
industry defining efficiency to solar plus storage
systems. Solis entered the Australian market in 2009.
The Solis storage inverter products were launched in
2018 and since the range has been well received by
the industry. The Solis storage inverter combines
best-in-class 97.5% efficiency with operating
capacities from 3kW to 6kW with dynamic MPPT
(2 x MPPTs with 2 x DC inputs) to generate higher
yields and stronger ROI for residential customers.
Meanwhile, Solis increases the maximum charging
and discharging power to 5kW, and the maximum
charging and discharging current of 100A can
provide more energy output of backup. The addition
of lead-acid batteries has made Solis more flexible
for end-users and more choices for customers.

The emphasis lies on innovative smart technologies
to provide the highest safety installation standards
and long-term operational reliability available to the
Australian market. The Solis residential smart home
solution is designed in a way where the installers can
satisfy homeowner’s increasing demand for robust,
future-proofed, self-consumption based, greener
lifestyle solutions.

Customers using the Solis storage inverters can maximize their self-consumption through flexible operating
modes such as time-of-use (TOU) and off-grid backup,
enabling smart time shifting to leverage TOU schedules
and optimize solar generated energy use.
Solis storage inverters are compatible with LGChem,
BYD, PylonTech, Aboet, and other 42-58V Li-ion/
Lead-acid battery energy storage products. The

Solis.indd 9

About Solis
Established in 2005, Ginlong Technologies (Stock
Code: 300763.SZ) is one of the most experienced
and largest manufacturers of PV string inverters.
Presented under the Solis brand, the company’s
portfolio uses innovative string inverter technology
to deliver first-class reliability that has been validated
under the most stringent international certifications.
Armed with a global supply chain, world-class R&D
and manufacturing capabilities, Ginlong optimizes its
Solis inverters for each regional market, servicing
and supporting its customers with its team of local
experts. For more information on how cost-effective
Solis delivers value while maximizing reliability for
residential, commercial, and utility customers, go to
www.solisinverters.com.au
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

How big are battery storage systems?
A number of battery storage solutions are
available. They come in a range of sizes based
10
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on the technology they use and the amount of
energy they store (typically between the size of
a split system air-conditioner and a fridge).
Lead-acid batteries tend to be physically
larger than lithium batteries.
Is battery storage applicable if there is
a feed-in tariff?
An important consideration when installing a
battery storage system with a solar panel
system is the impact it will have on the existing
solar feed-in tariff.
A CEC-accredited designer will be able to
calculate the potential savings as part of the
load analysis and choose a system that is right
for the client’s needs. Factors such as the size
of the system, how much electricity is exported

PHOTO: LG CHEM

What does battery capacity mean?
Typically, battery capacity is expressed in
kilowatt hours (kWh), similar to the way
electricity is charged. Some battery
manufacturers express their capacity in
ampere hours (Ah).
The battery capacity quoted by the
manufacturer is an ideal number that is used
for comparing batteries. One important
consideration is the useable amount of energy
in a battery storage system. Some
manufacturers promote their battery capacity
based on the total capacity, for example 10kWh.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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provide power to the home during a blackout.
However, there may be a limit to the number of
appliances that can be operated during the
blackout. This will depend on the rating of the
battery storage system.
Alternatively, the installer can wire specific
appliances so they can be used in a blackout.
Some storage systems can power a whole
house during a blackout.
Some systems will have a disruption to
power (usually a couple of seconds) between
the blackout occurring and the system kicking
in to supply power. If a customer is looking to
go completely off the grid, consult with a CEC
accredited designer.

PHOTO: LG CHEM

and the feed-in tariff amount will determine
the cost savings to the client.
Will the battery work in a blackout?
Not all battery storage systems provide backup
power. Some will work during a blackout and
some may operate following a brief power
outage. If the battery storage system needs to
work during a blackout, discuss it with the
system designer and choose an appropriate
product. If an uninterrupted supply of
electricity is required, an uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) battery storage system will need
to be installed. UPS battery systems are
typically larger and more complex to install and
will cost more than other systems.
If the battery is charged, it will be able to
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Going completely off-grid?
If a client would like to completely disconnect
from the grid and supply their entire household
with clean power, there are a number of things
for them to consider.
• The solar system will need to be large
enough to meet the power needs and the
battery will need to be able to cover the
requirements at all times, including peak
times. In most cases, that means a very large
solar system and battery storage system will
need to be installed
• Large systems can present challenges
including their physical size, town planning
regulations and grid-connection
requirements. Off-grid systems are more
complex to design and install
• Back up will be required by the client if
something goes wrong
What happens if your client moves house?
It is possible for a storage system to be moved
if your client moves residence, in the same way
solar panels can be moved. If the product
standards change, the battery storage system
may no longer meet the new standards and it
won’t be able to be re-installed. If the system is
moved, it has to be carefully reinstalled by an
accredited installer.
Battery Pocket Guide | ecogeneration
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SAFETY STANDARDS FOR
LITHIUM BATTERIES
The best practice Battery Safety Guide, found
at batterysafetyguide.com.au, has been
developed by industry and represents the
agreed best practice.
The guide requires testing under a range of
extreme conditions such as dropping the
battery from a height, smashing it, firing a nail
into it, overheating it, overcharging it and
short-circuiting the terminals. Batteries need
to show they can withstand extreme conditions
such as fire, explosions, leakage, venting of
flammable gases or rupture of the casing.
The guide also requires the manufacturer
to provide important safety information for
end users.
If you are considering the purchase of a
lithium battery, ask the retailer to provide
proof that it has been tested in accordance
with this guide. Alternatively, the CEC’s
Approved Energy Storage Devices list only
includes batteries that have been
independently tested to confirm they meet
the necessary electrical safety and quality
standards required by the guide. Only products
that are listed under their actual brand name
and model number are valid.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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B

attery storage systems do have some
safety risks, just like solar panels or any
other major piece of electrical
equipment. Provided your system is installed to
all relevant Australian Standards and used and
maintained properly, battery storage is safe,
but it’s important to be aware of the risks so
you can manage them safely.
The main safety hazards are:
• The general hazards of electrical wiring.
• Chemical, fire or explosive hazards. For a
battery system, these are similar to the risks
associated with bottled gas or a natural gas
service. For this reason, smoking around a
battery system is dangerous and it is
advisable to check whether the system being
installed vents gas.
• Non-flammable gases escaping when
charging or discharging from lithium
batteries may pose a risk to inhaling noxious
gases similar to natural gas leaks.
• Chemical leakages similar to corrosive fluid
in car batteries or household chemical
cleaning products.
• Small children and pets should be kept away
from the battery storage system.
• Items should not be stored on top of the
battery storage system.

• The battery storage system will heat up
similar to a laptop but shouldn’t be hot to
touch. Like all electrical equipment, battery
storage systems emit some level of
electromagnetic radiation, within safe limits.
If an incident occurs call 000 immediately.
Servicing of the battery storage system
should be done by an accredited installer.

PHOTO: PARICHATPHOTO

SAFETY &
STANDARDS
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MAINTENANCE
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he lifetime of a battery is strongly
dependent on how the system is used.
Poor or heavy usage may mean the
product doesn’t last as long as the
manufacturer’s specifications. The lifetime also
depends on ambient temperatures. All battery
types should be checked during extreme hot
and cold weather to see whether they are still
performing as required.
Batteries can be discharged over a large
temperature range (-20˚C to 60˚C) but the
charge temperature should be limited for
best results.
A system owner’s electricity consumption
may also change over time, which can alter the
long-term performance and life of the battery
storage system.

SYSTEM MONITORING
It is important to keep an eye on how a battery
storage system is operating. Different
manufacturers have different ways to do this:
• Some systems have a display on the battery
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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storage system itself, with indicators such as
operating mode and battery state of charge.
• Some systems support a remote display
option that can be installed inside the house.
• Some systems can connect to the internet
and allow the user to view information on a
computer, smartphone or tablet, even when
they are not at home.
In addition to monitoring systems provided
by your battery storage system manufacturer,
third-party home energy monitoring solutions
are also available.

INSPECTIONS
Depending on which state a system is installed
in, a safety inspection may be carried out by a
relevant electrical authority.
These inspections may be mandatory or may
occur on a random audit basis. In some states,
the installer is responsible for organising the
inspection of a system. The inspection may
need to be carried out before the system can
be connected to the grid.
Battery Pocket Guide | ecogeneration
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WARRANTIES

I

f there is an issue with the battery storage
system while it’s still under warranty, the
owner should contact the retailer to have the
product repaired or replaced. Contact details
should be provided on the warranty
documentation. In addition to any contractual
warranty, the owner has additional rights
under Australian Consumer Law and the
relevant state sale of goods legislation.
The ACCC website also has further
information on warranties, consumer
guarantees and rights to remedies:
accc.gov.au/consumers.

WORKMANSHIP COMPLAINTS
The benefit of the owner using a CEC
accredited designer/installer is that the CEC
can resolve complaints involving workmanship
issues that breach the Accreditation Guidelines
or relevant Australian Standards by a CEC
accredited designer/installer. This only applies
to individual tradespeople who hold CEC
accreditation and does not extend to retailers.

RETAILER COMPLAINTS
If the owner has a complaint against a
company identifying itself as a CEC Approved
Solar Retailer, the owner should first contact
the company.
If they are not satisfied with the response
from the company, they should contact the
relevant consumer protection organisation.
They can also register their complaint with
the CEC who can investigate breaches of the
Approved Solar Retailer program.
This may result in the retailer having its
approval revoked.

WHAT SHOULD OWNERS DO IF
THE COMPANY HAS GONE OUT
OF BUSINESS?
If the retailer has become insolvent and is
unable to be contacted, a complaint can be
14
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lodged with the retailer’s administrators. You
can find out if a company has become insolvent
via the Australian Securities and Investment
Commission (ASIC) website or by phoning 1300
300 630. The owner can also contact the local
Fair Trading or Consumer Affairs office.
If the manufacturer has gone into
administration, a complaint can be lodged with
the company’s administrators. The owner may
become an unsecured creditor.

COMMERCIAL COMPLAINTS
If the owner has a commercial complaint
including warranties, payments and
contractual issues, they should contact the
relevant Fair Trading or Consumer Affairs
office in their state or territory.
ACT: Fair Trading 13 22 81
NSW: Fair Trading 13 32 30
NT: Consumer Affairs 1800 019 319
QLD: Office of Fair Trading 13 74 68
SA: Consumer and Business Services 13 18 82
TAS: Consumer, Building and Occupational
Services 1300 654 499
VIC: Consumer Affairs 1300 558 181
WA: Consumer Protection 1300 304 054

ELECTRICAL SAFETY
If there are concerns about the safety and
technical compliance of the battery storage
system, contact the electrical authority in your
state or territory.
ACT: Planning (02) 6207 1923
NSW: Fair Trading 13 32 30
NT: NT WorkSafe 1800 019 115
QLD: Electrical Safety Office 1300 362 128
SA: Office of the Technical Regulator
(08) 8226 5518
TAS: Department of Justice 1300 135 513
VIC: Energy Safe Victoria (03) 9203 9700
WA: Building and Energy 1300 489 099
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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BECOME A CLEAN
ENERGY COUNCIL MEMBER
Join more than 800 companies as a member of Australia’s clean energy
peak body. Membership gives your company the opportunity to be part of
the important decisions and discussions while supporting the industry as
we work towards the goal of Australia being powered by clean energy.

JOIN NOW AT CLEANENERGYCOUNCIL.ORG.AU/MEMBERSHIP

GET IN TOUCH:

MEMBERSHIP@CLEANENERGYCOUNCIL.ORG.AU
03 9929 4140

ECO1220_BatteryBookletf.indd 15
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BATTERY RECYCLING
AND END OF LIFE

STATE AND FEDERAL
JURISDICTIONS
The Victorian Government has banned e-waste
from entering landfill. E-waste is defined by the
Victorian Government as ‘any end-of-life
equipment which is dependent on electric
currents or electromagnetic fields in order to
work properly’.
Simply put, e-waste is ‘anything with a plug,
battery or power cord that is no longer wanted
or useful’. This includes solar panels, solar
battery systems and inverters.

BATTERY STEWARDSHIP
The Clean Energy Council has taken a leading
role in establishing a body to oversee the
16
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implementation of a battery stewardship
scheme. The Battery Stewardship Council
(BSC) was formed in early 2019, combining
government and industry bodies that had
undertaken important background work on
understanding the markets and the barriers to
recycling that need to be addressed in a
stewardship scheme.
The Clean Energy Council is working with the
BSC on the design of an industry-led
stewardship scheme. For more information on
the BSC, please visit bsc.org.au.

SIMPLE
STEPS
FOR SAFE AND RESPONSIBLE
BATTERY DISPOSAL
1

When buying a battery, find out if it
contains recycled content and is
recyclable

2 Learn about the risks of deinstallation
and understand your system. Know
what to do and what not to do
3 Plan for safe and responsible
management of batteries at the
design and Installation stage
4 Find a CEC accredited installer to
advise you on deinstallation
5 Ensure an accredited recycler is used

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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ILLUSTRATION: ALFMALER

W

hen purchasing a battery storage
system for install, ask the retailer
whether they have a battery recycling
program in place.
Batteries contain harmful and dangerous
materials such as acid, lithium and heavy
metals (cadmium, cobalt, lead). Batteries need
to be managed throughout their life cycle and
their end-of-life. This includes handling,
collection, storage, transport and processing.
When a battery needs replacing, the old
battery should be disposed of at a battery
recycling station or other suitable site.
Batteries that require recycling should be
stored safely in a cool, dry place out of the
reach of children and pets and all exposed
terminals should be taped up.
More information on battery recycling can
be found at batteryrecycling.org.au and
envirostream.com.au, Australia’s first
lithium-ion battery recycler.

ww
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO RECYCLE
YOUR BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEM?
Depending on chemistry type, batteries may
contain harmful and dangerous materials such
as acid, lithium and heavy metals (eg,
cadmium, cobalt and lead).

YOU CAN BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION
Ensure your batteries are managed responsibly
and are recycled or reused, to:
• Enable the recovery and reuse of lead, iron,
plastics, aluminium, copper, lithium, cobalt
and electrolyte.
• Divert toxic and hazardous materials
from landfill.
• Ensure that batteries are managed safely.
• Prevent injury due to contractor training and
experience in safe lifting and handling.
• Minimise the risk of damage and potential for
fire during removal and transport.
• Protect system components during
de-installation, improving potential for reuse
in a second life.

BATTERIES

ILLUSTRATION: ALFMALER

IMPORTANCE OF SAFE AND RESPONSIBLE DISPOSAL
OF YOUR BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
ENVIRONMENT

SAFETY

Recycling or reuse ensures resources are not wasted.

Batteries contain energy and have potential to cause
electric shock.

Disposal to landfill may cause fire, releasing highly toxic
smoke into the community.

Batteries contain matter that could catch fire if damaged.

Disposal to landfill may contaminate soil or water.

Batteries are heavy and improper handling can cause injury.

Recycling using accredited recyclers ensures safe recovery
of material.

Batteries may contain hazardous substances.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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HOW MUCH POWER
DO YOU NEED FROM THE SYSTEM?
There are two key concepts to understand:
• Power — how fast energy can be supplied
(kilowatts or kW)
• Energy — how much energy is stored by the
system (kilowatt hours or kWh)
A typical house may use around 18kWh of
energy a day with a maximum power
consumption of 4.5-15kW, although this can
vary significantly.
As long as it is connected to the grid, the
battery storage system does not need to
provide for all the power needs.
Most battery storage systems on the market
have a power rating of 2-5kW and an energy
rating of 2-10kWh. Multiple systems can be
used to scale this up if necessary.
The peak demand will depend on how many
and which appliances are used at the same
time. Typical maximum power requirements of
some high-powered appliances are:
• Air-conditioner
2-5+kW
• Water heater
3kW
• Clothes dryer
2.4kW
• Electric kettle
2.4kW
• Hair dryer
1-2kW
• Dishwasher
1.5kW
• Washing machine
1.5kW
• Microwave oven
1.5kW
• LED/LCD TV
0.2kW
As a general rule, any household appliances
that cool or heat will need more power than
other appliances.
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BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEM
CHECKLIST
Every good install ends with the system owner
being given a simple, clear briefing on
technology that’s new to them.
The checklist below will help new battery
owners feel comfortable about their
investment and their system.
• Understand what the battery will be used for
and the amount of energy available for that
use (this is usually less than the
manufacturer’s rated total amount of energy
labelled on the batteries).
• The owner needs to monitor the system
regularly (at least once a month) and know
how to read any battery monitoring system
that is in place.
• Make sure the owner knows what to check
for when doing a visual check or taking
meter readings.
• As batteries do not perform well with sudden
changes in ambient temperature, on
extremely hot or cold days the owner may
need to do additional monitoring.
• Ensure batteries are not accessible to
children and are vermin-proofed. Do not
store items on top of or lean items against
batteries or enclosures because they could
be a potential electrical fire risk. Suggest
installing signs as a reminder.
• Ensure batteries have the correct safety and
warning signs for the battery type, and that
the owner knows the correct procedures in
case of an emergency.
• Keep manufacturer, installer and warranty
information to refer to as needed.
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BI-POLAR PURE LEAD
Quick recharge: 75 min to 100% by 3C current,
105 min to 100% by 2C, 20 min to 80%
Power output in first 15 min. - double of ordinary
lead acid batteries
Unlimited number of parallel strings
Maximum battery bank voltage - 1000Vdc, with no
need for complex BMS
Practically indefinite functioning under Partial State
Of Charge (PSOC) with no sulphation
(40,000 cycles at 5%-10% DOD)
Fire safe
Long cyclic life – up to 3,000 cycles at 70%DOD
Long design life
Shock and vibration resistant

LITHIUM-ION
High quality, tested in large BESS (Battery Energy
Storage Systems)
Rack mountable systems of various voltages and
capacities
Competitive pricing
Strong engineering support - Ability to fully
engineer the installation
Ability to provide a full turn-key containerised
solution with batteries, switchboard, air-con, etc.

Affordable, reliable and simple batteries for small
installation
Direct replacement of Lead-acid batteries

WE GIVE YOU POWER TO POWER
www.aesonpower.com.au

18/40 Ricketts Rd

info@aesonpower.com.au

Mount Waverley

+61 3 9545 5993

VIC 3149
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Take on
any
challenge
While others try to predict the future,
we’re creating it. That’s because we don’t
wait for change to happen. We drive it.
How? By combining proven expertise and
technology with responsive service. All so
that installers like you can challenge the
limits of what’s possible.
So let’s step into a new era of solar
– together.
Stronger. Better. FIMER
fimer.com/newera
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